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Abstract—In response to the high throughput needs of grid
and cloud computing applications, several production networks
have recently started to support advance reservation of dedicated
circuits. An important open problem within this context is to
devise advance reservation algorithms that can provide provable
throughput performance guarantees, independently of the specific
network topology and arrival pattern of reservation requests. In
this paper, we first show that the throughput performance of
greedy approaches, which return the earliest possible completion time for each incoming request, can be arbitrarily worse
than optimal. Next, we introduce two new on-line, polynomialtime algorithms for advance reservation, called BatchAll and
BatchLim. Both algorithms are shown to be throughput-optimal
through the derivation of delay bounds for 1 + ε bandwidth
augmented networks. The BatchLim algorithm has the advantage
of returning the completion time of a connection immediately as a
request is placed, but at the expense of looser delay performance
than BatchAll. We then propose a simple approach that limits
path dispersion, i.e., the number of parallel paths used by the
algorithms, while provably bounding the maximum reduction
factor in the transmission throughput. We prove that the number
of paths needed to approximate any flow is quite small and never
exceeds the total number of edges in the network. Through
simulation for various topologies and traffic parameters, we
show that the proposed algorithms achieve reasonable delay
performance, even at request arrival rates close to capacity
bounds, and that three to five parallel paths are sufficient to
achieve near-optimal performance.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Current networking technologies are typically based on
the best-effort TCP/IP packet switching paradigm, wherein
packets from various sources share links. While this paradigm
makes perfect sense for most standard network applications,
due to the benefits of statistical multiplexing, this is not the
case for scientific and other resource intensive applications [1].
Indeed, it has been observed that, when using packet switching, a large gap prevails between the theoretical network
capacity and the maximum end-to-end throughput achieved by
those applications [2]. This gap, which is mainly attributed to
the shared nature of Internet traffic, has become increasingly
problematic for modern grid and cloud computing applications
requiring the transfer of petabyte file sizes and beyond.
A shorter, preliminary version of this paper appeared in the proceedings of
the High-Speed Networking Workshop at IEEE INFOCOM 2008.

To support high-end applications, the scientific community
has been devoting significant efforts to develop a new protocol
stack based on the concept of advance reservation [2, 3]. The
most important property of advance reservation is to offer
hosts and users the ability to reserve in advance dedicated
paths to connect their resources. Advance reservation services have been successfully tested in a number experimental
projects, such as UltraScienceNet [2] and OSCARS [1, 4], and
are now offered by network providers, such as Internet2 and
ESnet4 [5], in complement to their traditional IP-based routing
services.
Several protocols and algorithms have been proposed in
the literature to support advance reservation (cf. Section II).
However, to the authors’ knowledge, none of them provides
throughput performance guarantees. Instead, most are based
on heuristics or greedy approaches, whereas each request is
allocated a path guaranteeing the earliest completion time at
the time the request is placed.
In this paper, we first uncover fundamental limitations of
greedy algorithms. Specifically, we show that there exists network topologies and request patterns for which the maximum
throughput of these algorithms can be arbitrarily smaller than
the optimal throughput, as the network size grows.
Next, we propose a new polynomial-time advance reservation algorithm, called BatchAll, that provably achieves
maximum throughput for any network topology and pattern of
request arrivals. Instead of immediately reserving a path for
each incoming request as in a greedy algorithm, BatchAll
accumulates several arrivals in a batch and assigns a more
efficient set of flow paths to the whole batch, based on a maximum concurrent flow optimization. We prove the throughputoptimality of BatchAll by providing a bound on the ratio of
the maximum delay experienced by any request in an 1 + ϵ
augmented resource network to the maximal delay experienced
by any request in the original network using the optimal
algorithm.
The BatchAll algorithm does not return the connection
completion time to the user at the time a request is placed,
but only when the connection actually starts. We therefore propose another throughput-optimal algorithm, called BatchLim,
which provides the completion time immediately as a request
is placed, but at the expense of a slightly looser bound on the
maximum delay ratio. This algorithm operates by limiting the

length of each batch.
Our model assumes that the network infrastructure supports
path dispersion, i.e., multiple paths in parallel can be used to
route traffic, which has recently been shown to be feasible
on the ESnet network [6]. Nevertheless, a too large path
dispersion may be undesirable, as it may entail fragmenting a
file into a large number of segments and reassembling them
at the destination. To address this issue, we present a simple
approach, based on the max-flow min-cut theorem, that limits
the number of parallel paths while bounding the maximum
reduction factor in the transmission throughput. We prove
that this bound is tight. We then, propose two algorithms
BatchAllDisp and BatchLimDisp, based upon BatchAll
and BatchLim respectively. These algorithms perform similarly to the original algorithms, in terms of the batching
process. However, after filling each batch, the algorithms will
limit the dispersion of each flow. Although these algorithms
are not throughput-optimal anymore, they are still throughputcompetitive.
Finally, we provide simulation results illustrating the delay
performance of the various proposed algorithms as a function
of the arrival rate of requests. The results are compared to
a capacity bound, whose value represents an upper bound
on the maximum request arrival rate for which the delay
of requests is bounded. We show that BatchAll approaches
the capacity bound at a reasonable delay value. Further, we
propose and evaluate a modified version of the algorithm,
called BatchAll+, whose performance is even closer to the
bound. With respect to path dispersion, we show that excellent
performance can be achieved with as few as five or so parallel
paths per connection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we scan related work on advance reservation, competitive approaches, and path dispersion. In Section III, we
introduce our model and define performance measures of
interest. In section IV, we present natural greedy approaches
and demonstrate their inefficiency. Then, in Section V, we
describe the BatchAll and BatchLim algorithms and prove
their throughput-optimality. Our method for bounding path
dispersion is described and analyzed in Section VI. In Section
VII, simulation results evaluating the performance of the algorithms for different network topologies and traffic parameters
are presented. We conclude the paper in Section VIII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
There exists a rich literature on advance reservation of
network resources. Thus, we focus on algorithmic work, which
is most relevant to this paper. We refer the interested reader
to [7], for further discussion on architectures and services.
Several papers consider the problem of joint routing and
scheduling of file transfers. Ref. [8] introduces a scheduling
algorithm for large file transfers over paths with varying
bandwidth. Ref. [9] analyzes the problem of offline scheduling
and routing of file transfers from several users, each storing
multiple files, to a single receiver node. Ref. [10] considers
a similar model but also proposes algorithms to address the
problem of rescheduling connections that have not completed.

Ref. [11] proposes greedy algorithms guaranteeing earliest
completion to each incoming request. Ref. [3] introduces
an algorithmic framework, called GCR, that assigns grades
to paths according to a general optimization objective, e.g.,
shortest path, widest path, earliest path, or a combination of
those, and then selects the highest graded path. GCR also
supports path switching, which is shown to enable significant
performance improvement.
Advance reservation plays an important role in optical
networks, such as those based on optical flow switching (OFS)
architectures [12, 13]. Thus, a number of papers investigate
joint routing-scheduling optimization with the additional constraint of maintaining wavelength continuity along a path. For
instance, [14] focuses on the design of effective routing and
wavelength assignment heuristics and [15, 16] propose various
load balancing approaches to allocate lightpaths.
In contrast to the above work, the algorithms that we propose in this paper provide theoretical guarantees on throughput
performance. These results are obtained under the following
relaxations: (i) job requests do not have strict bandwidth
requirements; (ii) no additional constraints (e.g., wavelength
continuity) are imposed. Hence, our model is appropriate for
elastic applications, such as bulk transfer, operating under a
single lambda service [2].
Next, we summarize work related to competitive algorithms
for advance reservation. Ref. [17] discusses the on-line ftp
problem, where reservations are made for channels for the
transfer of different files. The presented algorithm provides a
4-competitive algorithm for the makespan (the total completion time). However, [17] focuses on the case of fixed routes.
When routing is also to be considered, the time complexity
of the algorithm presented there may be exponential in the
network size. Ref. [18] proposes an off-line approximation
algorithm for accommodating advance reservation of job
requests in some specific topologies, e.g., lines and trees.
Ref. [19] studies a related problem, whereby the path selection
is based on several choices supplied by a user. Ref. [20]
focuses on the problem of joint routing and scheduling in
packet switched network in an adversarial setting and provides
delay bounds. The model is for packet scheduling, rather than
file (job) scheduling as in our paper. Moreover, [20] puts some
restrictions on the adversary (e.g., the maximum amount of
packets that it can inject during any time interval), which are
unnecessary in our paper.
Most of the other work on competitive routing algorithms
mainly focuses on call admission, without the ability of
advance reservation [21, 22]. In [23], a combination of call
admission and circuit switching is used to obtain a routing
scheme with a logarithmic competitive ratio on the total
revenue received. A competitive routing scheme in terms of
the number of failed routes in the setting of ad-hoc networks
is presented in [24]. A competitive algorithm for admission
control and routing in a multicasting setting is presented in
[25].
In [26], a throughput-optimal scheme for packet switching
at the switch level is presented. The scheme is based on
a convergence to the optimal multicommodity flow using
delayed decision for queued packets. Their results somewhat

resemble our BatchAll algorithm. However, their scheme requires packet lengths to be independent and applies to specific
switch architectures, whereas our scheme addresses the full
routing-scheduling question for general graphs and does not
impose specific statistical requirements (e.g., independence)
on the arrival process or the packet length. In [27], a queuing
analysis of several optical transport network architectures is
conducted. It is shown that, under certain conditions imposed
on the arrival process, some of the schemes can achieve the
maximum network rate. This paper does not address the full
routing-scheduling issue either. Another difference with the
above two papers is that we provide an algorithm, BatchLim,
guaranteeing the completion time of a job at the time of its
arrival.
Many papers have discussed the issue of path dispersion and
attempted to achieve good throughput with limited dispersion.
A survey of some results in this field is given in [28]. In [29,
30], heuristic methods of controlling multipath routing and
some quantitative measures are presented. As far as we know,
our work proposes the first formal treatment allowing the
approximation of a flow using a limited number of paths at
any desired level of accuracy.
III. N ETWORK M ODEL
A. Notation and assumptions
We consider a general network topology, represented by a
graph G(V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set
of links connecting the nodes. The graph G can be directed or
undirected. The capacity of each link e ∈ E is C(e). Any pair
of nodes may request a connection at any time. A connection
request, also referred to as job, contains the tuple (s, d, f ),
where s ∈ V is the source node, d ∈ V −{s} is the destination
node, and f is the file size.
Accordingly, an advance reservation algorithm computes a
starting time at which the connection can be initiated, a set of
paths used for the connection, and an amount of bandwidth
allocated to each path. Our model supports path dispersion,
i.e., multiple paths in parallel can be used to route data traffic.
In subsequent sections, we will make frequent use of
multicommodity functions. The multicommodity flow problem is a linear planning problem returning true or false
based upon the feasibility of fully transmitting a list of jobs
between given source-destination pairs concurrently during a
given time window, such that the total flow through each
link does not exceed its capacity. It is solved by a function
multicomm(G, L, T ), where L is a list of jobs, each containing
a source, a destination, and a file size, and T is the time
window.
The maximum concurrent flow is calculated by the function
maxflow(G, L). It returns Tmin , the minimum value of T such
that multicomm(G, L, T ) returns true. Both the multicommodity and maximum concurrent flow problems are known to
be computable in polynomial time [31, 32].
We assume that no queuing delays arise in relay nodes in
the network. Therefore, the instantaneous departure rate of
information at each relay node equals the arrival rate. It is
a reasonable assumption for the networks under consideration

which reserves dedicated bandwidth to each flow. As such, the
average transmission rate between all pairs in the network for
any time interval T must be a feasible multicommodity flow.
B. Performance metrics
The main performance metric of interest in this paper
is the saturation throughput, defined as follows. Suppose
requests generate an average demand over time of λij = αij λ
bits/second from each node i to node j, where αij is a
fixed parameter and j ̸= i. Define the delay of a request
as the amount of time elapsing from the point where the
request for a connection set-up arrives till the point where
the corresponding connection completes. Then, the saturation
throughput, denoted λ∗ , is the maximum value of λ (or the
supremum, if the maximum does not exist) for which the delay
experienced by any request is finite almost surely.
Determining analytically the value of λ∗ is a difficult task in
general as the answer depends on the graph topology and the
statistics of the arrival process. Yet, even without knowing λ∗ ,
one can devise algorithms that achieve optimal or competitive
saturation throughput, as described later.
A simple upper bound on λ∗ can be obtained as follows.
Consider a set of feasible multicommodity flows gij assigned
to each pair of nodes i and j, such that gij = αij g. The
maximization of g is a linear planning problem known as
the Maximum Concurrent Flow Problem (MCFP) [31]. The
maximum value of g in MCFP, denoted g ∗ , provides an upper
bound on the saturation throughput λ∗ . This result holds true
because for every achievable value of λ there must exist an
equally feasible value g.
IV. G REEDY A LGORITHMS
In this section, we present greedy algorithms and show that
their saturation throughput can be arbitrarily far from optimal
as the network size grows.
A. The Greedy algorithm
A seemingly natural way to implement advance reservation
is to follow a greedy procedure, where, at the time a request
is placed, the request is allocated a path (or set of paths)
guaranteeing the earliest possible completion time. We refer
to this approach as Greedy and explain it next.
The Greedy algorithm divides the time axis into slots delineated by events. Each event corresponds to a set-up or teardown instance of a connection. Therefore, during each time
slot the state of all links in the network remains unchanged. In
general, the time axis will consist of n time slots, where n ≥ 1
is a variable and slot i corresponds to time interval [ti , ti+1 ].
Note that t1 = t (the time at which the current request is
placed) and tn+1 = ∞.
Let Wi = {bi (1), bi (2), . . . , bi (|E|)} be the vector of reserved bandwidth on all links at time slot i where i = 1, . . . , n,
and bi (e) denote the reserved bandwidth on link e during slot
i, with e = 1, . . . , |E|.
For each slot i ∈ L, construct a graph Gi , where the
capacity of link e ∈ E is Ci (e) = C(e) − bi (e), i.e., Ci (e)
represents the available bandwidth on link e during slot i.

In order to guarantee the earliest completion time, Greedy
repeatedly performs a maximum flow allocation between
nodes s and d, for as many time slots as needed until the
entire file is transferred. This approach ensures that, in each
time slot, the maximum possible number of bits is transmitted
and, hence, the earliest completion time feasible at the arrival
instance of the request is achieved. The Greedy algorithm can
thus be concisely described with the following pseudo-code:
1) Initialization
• Set initial time slot: i=1.
• Set initial size of remaining file: r = f .
2) If maxflow(Gi , s, d, r) ≤ ti+1 − ti (i.e., all the remaining file can be transferred during the current time slot)
then,
Exit step:
• Update Wi by subtracting the used bandwidth from
every link in the new flow and, if the file transfer
of the new flow completes before ti+1 , create a
new event ti+1 corresponding to the end of the
connection.
• Exit procedure.
3) Else,
Non-exit step:
• Update Wi by subtracting the used bandwidth from
every link in the new flow.
• r = r −r ×(ti+1 −ti )/maxflow(Gi , s, d, r) (update
size of remaining file).
• i = i + 1 (advance to the next time slot).
• Go back to step 2.
The complexity of this algorithm depends on the number
of slots examined before completely serving an arriving job.
Noting that at each one of the examined slots a run of maxflow
is carried out, this algorithm is expensive to implement in
practice since the number of slots can be very large, especially
at high load.
B. The Greedy shortest algorithm
The Greedy shortest algorithm is a variation of Greedy,
where only shortest paths (in terms of number of hops)
between the source s and destination d are utilized to route
data. To implement Greedy shortest, we employ exactly
the same procedure as in Greedy, except that we prune all the
links not belonging to one of the shortest paths using breadth
first search. Note that for a given source s and destination d,
the pruned links are the same for all the graphs Gi .
C. Inefficiency Results
We next constructively show that there exist certain arrival
patterns, for which the saturation throughput achieved by both
Greedy and Greedy shortest is significantly lower than
optimal. Specifically, we present cases where this measure for
Greedy and Greedy shortest is Ω(|V |) times smaller than
the optimal value.
Theorem 1: For any given vertex set with cardinality |V |,
there exists a graph G(V, E) such that the saturation throughput of Greedy is |V |/2 times smaller than the optimal saturation throughput.
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Fig. 1. Examples of graph topologies for which greedy algorithms perform
far from optimal.

Proof: Consider the ring network shown in Fig. 1(a).
Suppose that every link is an undirected 1 Gb/s link and
requests arrive in the following order (we assume negligible
delay between arrivals of requests): 1Gb request from node 1
to node 2, 1Gb request from node 2 to node 3, 1Gb request
from node 3 to node 4, . . ., 1Gb request from node |V | to
node 1.
The Greedy algorithm will allocate the maximum flow to
each request, meaning that it will split the data flow to two
paths, half flowing directly along a one hop path, and half
flowing through the alternate path along the entire ring. Thus,
the first job requires 1/2 second for completion. Since the
first job occupies all network resources, the second job has to
wait until the completion of the first job before being served.
Likewise, each new request will have to wait for the previous
one to end, resulting in a completion time of |V |/2 seconds.
On the other hand, the optimal time is just one second using
the direct link between each pair of nodes. Assuming the above
pattern of requests repeats periodically, an optimal algorithm
can support up to one request per second between each pair of
neighboring nodes before reaching saturation, while Greedy
can support at most 2/|V | request per second between each
pair of nodes, hence proving the theorem. A similar proof can
be shown for directed graphs.
We next show that restricting routing to shortest paths does
not solve the inefficiency problem.
Theorem 2: For any given vertex set cardinality |V |, there
exists a graph G(V, E) such that the saturation throughput
of Greedy shortest (or any other algorithm using only
shortest path routing) is |V |−1 times smaller than the optimal
saturation throughput.
Proof: Consider the network depicted in Fig. 1(b), where
all requests are from node 1 to node 2, and only the direct path
is used by the algorithm. In this scenario, an optimal algorithm
would use all |V |−1 paths between nodes 1 and 2. Hence, the
optimal algorithm can achieve a saturation throughput |V | − 1
times higher than Greedy shortest.
Both theorems imply that:
Corollary 3: There exist networks for which the delay of
each job is bounded using the optimal algorithm, but is
unbounded using either the Greedy or Greedy shortest
algorithm, even if the capacity of each link is multiplied by
|V |/2 − 1.
V. T HROUGHPUT-O PTIMAL A LGORITHMS
In this section, we present on-line, polynomial-time algorithms based on the idea of deferred bandwidth allocation.

Thus, arriving requests are not assigned bandwidth as long as
transmissions go on in the network. Once existing transmissions complete, pending requests are served altogether. The
proposed algorithms guarantee that the maximum delay experienced by any request in a network with augmented resources
lies within a finite multiplicative factor of the value achieved
with an optimal off-line algorithm (i.e., with full knowledge
of the future and unlimited computational resources) in the
original network. Hence, the proposed algorithms reach the
maximum throughput achievable in the sense that for any
network and any optimal algorithm that can support a list
of jobs with a bounded delay, the proposed algorithms also
guarantee a bounded delay at the price of augmenting the
capacity of each link by a multiplicative factor of (1 + ϵ),
for any arbitrarily small constant ϵ > 0. This result stands
in contrast to the results of Corollary 3, which indicates that,
even with high augmentation, the greedy approaches are not
competitive with the optimal algorithm.
A. The BatchAll Algorithm
Our first algorithm, called BatchAll, cumulatively performs bandwidth allocation for a group of requests. The
group of all pending requests forms a batch that is served
once existing transmissions complete. Batches of jobs are not
predetermined since they are formed by on-line aggregation
of random arrivals. We denote by L the list of jobs assigned
to the next batch, by tc the end time of the currently running
batch of jobs, and by clk the value of the clock (initially set
to 0). BatchAll can then concisely be described as follows:
1) Set tc to 0.
2) When a request l = {s, d, f } arrives at clk = t, give
an immediate connection starting time and a connection
ending time of tc = t + maxflow(G, l).
3) Set L ← null
4) While clk < tc ,
• If a request l = {s, d, f } arrives when clk = t:
– Set L ← L ∪ l (i.e. add the job to the waiting
batch)
– Mark tc as its connection starting time
5) At time clk = tc ,
• If L is empty (i.e., there is no pending request) go
back to step 2.
• Else assign a connection ending time tc = tc +
maxflow(G, L) to all requests in the batch L and
go back to step 3.
As an example, one can verify that BatchAll achieves
optimal throughput for the scenarios used in the proofs of
Theorems 1 and 2, which showed the inefficiency of greedy
algorithms.
Next, we compare the delay performance of the BatchAll
algorithm in an augmented network to that of the optimal
off-line algorithm in the original network. The augmented
network is similar to the original network, other than each
link e has capacity (1 + ε)C(e) instead of C(e), where ε > 0.
Alternatively, one may compare the performance of BatchAll
to that of the optimal off-line algorithm in a lower capacity

network, allowing the maximum rate of only (1 + ε)−1 C(e)
for each link e.
Theorem 4: Suppose that we augment the resources of a
network such that every edge has (1 + ε) times its original
capacity, for any ε > 0. Then, for all requests arriving up
to any time t∗ in such a network, the maximum delay using
BatchAll is no more than 2/ε times the maximum delay for
all requests arriving up to t∗ using the optimal algorithm in
the original network.
Proof: Consider the augmented resource network. Take
the maximum length batch, say i, that accommodates requests
arriving before time t∗ and mark its length by T . Since the
batch before this one was of length at most T , and all requests
in batch i were received during the execution of previous
batch, denoted by i − 1, then the total waiting time of each of
these requests was at most 2T . Thus, 2T is an upper bound on
the maximum delay in the augmented network achieved using
BatchAll up to time t∗ . Since BatchAll uses a maximum
concurrent flow procedure to allocate bandwidth in each batch,
the total time for handling all requests received during the
execution of batch i − 1 must have been at least T in the
augmented network, or (1+ε)T in the original network. Since
all of these requests arrived during a time interval of length
at most T and the completion time for all of them together
is at least T + εT , one of them must have waited at least
εT until job completion under the optimal algorithm. Thus,
the maximum delay in the original network using an optimal
offline algorithm up to any time t∗ is at least εT . Therefore,
the ratio between the maximum waiting time is at most 2/ε.
The throughput-optimality of BatchAll immediately follows from the previous theorem:
Corollary 5: For any given network, the saturation throughput of BatchAll is identical to that of the offline optimal
algorithm because, for any arbitrarily small ϵ > 0, the delay of
any request is guaranteed to be, at worse, a finite multiplicative
factor larger than the maximum delay of the optimal algorithm
in the reduced resources network.
B. The BatchAll+ algorithm
We propose next a simple modification of BatchAll to
improve its delay performance. The main idea is as follows.
Whenever a job request arrives, we first check if we can
allocate it to the current batch without affecting the completion
time of the batch. If yes, we immediately allocate bandwidth
to the job. If no, we proceed as in BatchAll, and add the
current job to the list of jobs waiting for the next batch. To
implement this idea, we keep track of the available bandwidth
on each link of the graph during the current batch. We
denote the resulting graph by G′ . When a request arrives, we
run maxflow over G′ to examine whether the network can
immediately accommodate the new job without disturbing the
completion time of currently running jobs. Thus, BatchAll+
modifies step 4 of BatchAll as follows:
• While clk < tc ,
– If request l = {s, d, f } arrives when clk = t:
∗ If maxflow(G′ , l) ≤ tc − t′ then,

· Add the job to the running batch such that
it completes simultaneously with the rest of
running jobs.
· Deduct all bandwidth assigned to l from G′ .
∗ Otherwise,
· Set L ← L ∪ l (i.e. add it to the waiting batch)
· Mark tc as its connection starting time
Note that G′ must also be updated in step 2 and step 5 in
the BatchAll pseudo-code, after maxflow is run on G, to
reflect the available bandwidth on each link. Since computing
maxflow is feasible in polynomial time, the computation complexity per request remains polynomial after this modification.
It is not difficult to realize that Theorem 4 continues to hold
after the modification. Therefore, BatchAll+ also achieves
optimal saturation throughput.
C. The BatchLim Algorithm
The BatchAll and BatchAll+ algorithms return the starting time of a connection at the time of the request but
the completion time is computed only when the connection
actually starts. We next present another algorithm, called
BatchLim, with a slightly larger delay ratio guarantee but
which always returns the completion time at the arrival time of
the request. Note that since the delay ratio guarantee remains
finite, BatchLim is also throughput-optimal.
For each arriving request, the algorithm maintains a list
of times, ti , i = 1, . . . , n where t1 = t (the time at which
the current request is placed) and each time interval [ti , ti+1 ]
correspond to a batch of previously allocated jobs, which are
either currently running (for the case i = 1) or scheduled to
start in the future (for i > 1). When a new request between a
source s and a destination d arrives at time t, two cases may
happen: (i) if all previous jobs have completed, a new interval
[t, t + M ] where M = maxflow(G, s, d, f ) is created and the
job is assigned to it; (ii) otherwise, attempts are made to add
the job to one of the scheduled time intervals [ti , ti+1 ], where
2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, by using a multicommodity flow calculation.
If the attempts fail, a new interval [tn , max(2tn − t, tn + M )]
is appended to the time list and the job is assigned to this
interval.
We next provide a detailed description of how the algorithm
handles a new request arriving at time t. We use the tupple
l = {s, d, f } to denote the job request and the list Li to denote
the set of jobs already assigned to interval [ti , ti+1 ]:
1) If no job is currently running, then:
• Set M = maxflow(G, l).
• Set t2 = t + M .
• Assign job l to interval [t1 , t2 ] and exit.
2) Else check if job l can be assigned to an existing interval:
• Set i = 2.
• While i ≤ n − 1:
– If l can be fitted into interval [ti , ti+1 ] (i.e.
multicomm(G, Li ∪ l, ti+1 − ti ) = true) then
assign job l to [ti , ti+1 ] and exit.
– Else set i = i + 1.
3) Else create new interval:

Set M = maxflow(G, l).
If tn − t < M , then tn+1 = tn + M .
• Else tn+1 = 2tn − t.
• Assign job l to interval [tn , tn+1 ] and exit.
Fig. 2 illustrates runs of the BatchAll and BatchLim
algorithms for the same set of requests.
The following lemma shows that the delay of any request
arriving at some time t and for which a new interval [tn , tn+1 ]
is created is at most twice the length of that interval.
Lemma 6: For any n ≥ 1, (tn+1 −t) ≤ 2(tn+1 −tn ), where
t is the time at which the interval [tn , tn+1 ] is formed.
Proof: Suppose a request l = {s, d, f } arrives at time t
and is assigned a new interval [tn , tn+1 ]. Then, by definition
tn+1 − tn = max(M, tn − t) where M = maxflow(G, l).
Thus tn − t ≤ tn+1 − tn . Adding tn+1 − tn to each side of
the previous inequality, we derive the lemma.
The following lemma states that the delay experienced by any
request is at most twice the length of the interval to which it
is allocated.
Lemma 7: Suppose a request arrives at time t and is
assigned to interval [ti , ti+1 ], where i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then
(ti+1 − t) ≤ 2(ti+1 − ti ).
Proof: Suppose first that the request, call it l, is assigned
to a new interval [tn , tn+1 ], then the proof follows directly
from Lemma 6. Next suppose that request l is assigned to an
existing interval [ti , ti+1 ], where i < n. Then, it must be that
request l arrived after the request, call it l′ , for which this
interval was formed. Thus, the delay of request l is smaller
than the delay of request l′ and the proof follows again from
Lemma 6.
The next theorem provides a guarantee on the maximum
delay ratio of BatchLim in an (1 + ϵ)-augmented network
versus the optimal delay in the original network. The theorem
implies that BatchLim is also throughput-optimal.
Theorem 8: Suppose that we augment the resources of a
network such that every edge has capacity (1 + ε) times the
original capacity, for any ε > 0. Then for requests arriving up
to any time t∗ in such a network, the maximum delay for a
request using BatchLim is at most 4/ε times the maximum
delay for requests arriving up to t∗ using the optimal algorithm
in the original network.
Proof: Consider the maximum length time interval
formed up to t∗ by BatchLim in the (1 + ε) augmented
network. Suppose that this interval was created at time t and
denote it [tn , tn+1 ]. When creating this interval there are two
possibilities:
1) tn+1 = tn + M , where M is the minimum time for the
new job completion. In this case, the minimum delay
using any algorithm in the original network would have
been (1 + ε)M . By Lemma 7, the total delay for any
job using BatchLim is at most 2M , and therefore the
ratio of waiting times is 2/(1 + ε) < 4/ε.
2) tn+1 = tn + (tn − t). Consider the previous interval
[tn−1 , tn ], which was formed at some time t′ < t
when another request arrived that could not be fitted
into any previous intervals. By the algorithm definition
tn ≥ tn−1 + (tn−1 − t′ ). By maximality of [tn , tn+1 ] it
follows that tn+1 − tn = tn − t ≥ tn − tn−1 , and thus,
•
•
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the batching process by the algorithms BatchAll
and BatchLim over a simple network topology consisting of three nodes A,
B and C connected via links of identical capacity. Connection requests are
depicted by arrows and their arrival time. The odd numbered jobs request
transmission between nodes A and B and the even numbered jobs request
for transmission between B and C. Each file size corresponds to one hour of
transmission at full link capacity. In BatchAll, a new batch is created for all
requests arriving during the running of a previous batch. In BatchLim, for
each new request an attempt is made to add it to one of the existing windows,
and if it fails, a new window is appended at the end.

t ≤ tn−1 . Note that not all the requests arriving during
the interval [t′ , t] (including the request arriving at time
t, which initiated the creation of interval [tn , tn+1 ])
could have been completed during the interval [tn−1 , tn ]
or otherwise the new interval [tn , tn+1 ] would not have
been created at time t. Thus, the requests arriving during
the interval [t′ , t] require a time of at least tn − tn−1 for
all to complete according to the multicommodity flow
calculation. Thus, the time it would take to complete all
jobs that arrived in [t′ , t] under any possible algorithm
is at least tn − tn−1 in the augmented network, and
therefore, at least (1 + ϵ)(tn − tn−1 ) in the original
network. Since no job can start before time t′ , the ending
time for all these jobs in the original network must
be at least t′ + (1 + ϵ)(tn − tn−1 ) ≥ t′ + (tn−1 −
t′ ) + ϵ(tn − tn−1 ) = tn−1 + ϵ(tn − tn−1 ). Since the
requests have arrived between [t′ , t], the last request has
arrived at time t ≤ tn−1 at the latest. Thus, one of
the requests in this batch must have waited for at least
tn−1 + ϵ(tn − tn−1 ) − tn−1 = ϵ(tn − tn−1 ). In other
words, the maximum delay using the optimal algorithm
in the original network is at least ϵ(tn − tn−1 ). On
the other hand, according to Lemma 7, the maximum
delay of any request in the augmented network using
BatchLim is at most 2(tn+1 − tn ). Since by assumption
tn+1 − tn = tn − t and since tn − t ≤ tn − t′ ≤
2(tn − tn−1 ), where the last inequality follows from
Lemma 6, then the maximum delay of any request
in the augmented network using BatchLim is at most
4(tn −tn−1 ). Therefore, the ratio of the maximum delays
is at most 4/ε.

VI. B OUNDING PATH D ISPERSION
The algorithms presented in the previous sections do not
limit the path dispersion, that is, the number of paths simultaneously used by a connection. In practice, it is desirable to

2
Fig. 3. A network demonstrating the optimality of Lemma 9. The edges
incident to nodes 1 and 2 have infinite capacity, all other edges have capacity
1.

minimize the number of such paths due to the cost of setting
up many paths and the need to split a connection into many
low capacity channels. The following suggests a method of
achieving this goal.
Lemma 9: In every flow of bandwidth F between two
nodes on a directed graph G(V, E) there exists a path of
bandwidth at least F/|E| between these nodes.
Proof: Remove all edges carrying flow with bandwidth
strictly less than F/|E| from the graph. The total flow carried
by these edges is smaller than F/|E| × |E| = F . By the
Max-Flow–Min-Cut theorem, the maximum flow equals the
minimum cut in the network, which is of capacity at least F .
Therefore, since the flow bandwidth is F , there must remain at
least one path between the nodes after the removal. All edges
in this path have flow bandwidth of at least F/|E|. Therefore,
the path bandwidth is at least F/|E|.
Lemma 9 is asymptotically tight in order of both |E| and
|V | as can be seen for the network shown in Fig. 3. In this
network each path amounts for only O(|E|−1 ) = O(|V |−2 )
of the total flow between nodes 1 and 2. Therefore, to obtain a
flow that consists of a given fraction of the maximum flow at
least O(|E|) = O(|V |2 ) of paths must be used. If multigraphs
are allowed, the lemma is exactly tight for a graph with 2
nodes and |E| equal capacity edges between them.
The following theorem establishes the maximum number of
paths needed to achieve a throughput with a constant factor
of that achieved by the original flow.
Theorem 10: For every flow of bandwidth F between two
nodes on a directed graph G(V, E) and for every integer n ≤
|E| there exists a set of at most n paths achieving a flow of
bandwidth at least nF/|E|.
Proof: We prove by induction on n. For n = 1, there
exists, by Lemma 9, a path of capacity at least F/|E|. Take
the edge (i, j) with minimum capacity of the path and decrease
the flow through all edges in the path by its weight wij . Now,
the flow at at least one edge is decreased to zero, and this edge
may be removed without affecting the residual flow. Thus, we
are left with a graph with flow F − wij and with at most
|E| − 1 edges.
Now assume that by using n paths one can achieve a flow
of fn ≥ nF/|E|. The residual flow if F − fn , and the number
of edges left is at most |E| − n. The flow of the widest left
path, pn , is, by Lemma 9, at least pn ≥ (F − fn )/(|E| − n).

0

Thus the total flow captured in the first n + 1 paths is
fn + p n

F − fn
(|E| − n − 1)fn + F
=
|E| − n
|E| − n
F
(|E| − n − 1)n |E| + F

≥ fn +
≥
=

1 In fact, the entire flow can be routed through 8 directed edges. Thus, one
can also use |E| = 8 and obtain F/|E| = 2.5 Gb/s.

4
1

10

10
10

|E| − n
(|E| − n)(n + 1)F
n+1
=
F .
|E|(|E| − n)
|E|

This completes the induction.
Theorem 10 provides both an algorithm for reducing the
number of paths and a bound on the throughput loss. To
approximate the flow using a limited number of paths, consider
only links carrying flow with bandwidth greater than F/|E|
and find a path p among those (if multiple paths are available,
select the widest). Suppose path p carries a flow f , then
remove the bandwidth used by flow f from all the links on path
p and iteratively repeat the same procedure until a satisfactory
approximation of the flow is obtained. Note that the maximum
number of paths needed to achieve an approximation of the
flow to within a constant factor is linear in |E| and the number
of paths needed to obtain the full flow is exactly |E|, while
the number of possible paths may be exponential in |E|.
Again, this theorem is asymptotically tight, and exactly tight
for multigraphs.
We illustrate the bounding path dispersion procedure with a
simple example. Figure 4 shows the maximum flow from node
10 to node 3 on an 11-node topology. Links are assumed to be
full duplex and link capacities are represented by surrounded
numbers next to each link. The maximum flow calculated
using a maxflow formulation from node 10 to node 3 is
F = 20 Gb/s. Since the total number of edges is |E| = 28 in
this graph, we have F/|E| = 0.71 Gb/s.1 Therefore, at the first
step, the algorithm only considers links 10-1, 1-2, 2-3, 10-9, 98, 8-7, 7-3 and 8-2 carrying a flow greater than 0.71 Gb/s and
ignore all other links. Among the considered links, there exists
three different paths between node 10 and 3, marked as P 1, P 2
and P 3, and carrying flows of bandwidth 10, 5 and 5 Gb/s
respectively. The algorithm selects the widest path P 1 first.
Subtracting the flow of path P 1 from F , the remaining flow
is 10 Gb/s. The links 10-1 and 1-2 are now saturated. Thus
we are left with a residual flow of F = 20 − 10 = 10 Gb/s
and a remaining |E| = 26 non saturated edges. We repeat the
procedure and get F/|E| = 0.38 Gb/s. This time, only links
2-3, 10-9, 9-8, 8-7, 7-3 and 8-2 are considered. The algorithm
can select either P 2 or P 3. Thus, with a bound of at most two
paths per connection we can carry 75% of the full flow from
node 10 to node 3 using paths P 1 and P 2 (or P 1 and P 3). If
the bound is relaxed to three paths, then we can route the entire
flow between the given nodes. Our simulation results in section
VII-B reveals that with this topology, bounding flows with at
most 3 paths per connection does indeed closely approximate
full flow on average.
Using the above flow approximation in conjunction with the
competitive algorithms, we can devise two new algorithms
BatchAllDisp and BatchLimDisp, based upon BatchAll
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the path dispersion bounding procedure. Links are
assumed to be full duplex and link bandwidths are displayed by surrounded
numbers next to each link. The three paths connecting node 10 to node 3
are marked by P 1, P 2 and P 3 with flow bandwidth of 10, 5 and 5 Gb/s
respectively.
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Simulation topologies.

and BatchLim respectively. These algorithms perform similarly to BatchAll and BatchLim, in terms of the batching
process. However, after filling each batch, the algorithms will
limit the dispersion of each flow, and approximate the flow.
To achieve a partial flow, each time we select the widest path
from remaining edges and reserve the total path bandwidth.
We repeat this procedure until either the desired number of
paths is reached or the entire flow is routed.
VII. S IMULATIONS
In this section, we present simulation results illustrating
the performance of the algorithms described in this paper.
While the emphasis of the previous sections was on the
throughput optimality (or competitiveness) of the proposed
algorithms, here we are also interested in evaluating their
delay performance. The main points of interest are as follows:
(i) how do the competitive algorithms fare with respect to each
other and the capacity bound of section III-B? (ii) what value
of path dispersion is needed to ensure good performance?
A. Simulation Set-Up
We have developed our own simulator in C++. The simulator uses the COIN-OR Linear Program Solver (CLP) library
[33] to solve multicommodity optimization problems and
allows evaluating our algorithms under various topological
settings and traffic conditions. The main simulation parameters
are as follows:
• Topology: our simulator supports arbitrary topologies. In
this paper, we consider the two topologies depicted in
Figure 5. One is a fully connected graph (clique) of eight

•

85
75
average delay (hours)

•

nodes and the other is an 11-node topology, similar to the
National LambdaRail testbed [34]. Each link on these
graphs is full-duplex and assumed to have a capacity of
20 Gb/s.
Arrival process: we assume that the aggregated arrival of
requests to the network forms a Poisson process (this can
easily be changed, if desired). The mean rate of arrivals
is adjustable. Our delay measurements are carried out at
different request arrival rates in units of requests per hour.
File size distribution: We consider two models for the file
size distribution:

BatchAllDisp3
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BatchAllDisp5
BatchLim

45

BatchAll
Fluid bound

30

15

1) Pareto:

0
0

xm
x−γ

, where x ≥ xm + γ.

In the simulations, we consider two cases: i) β =
2.5, xm = 1.48 TB (terabyte) and γ = 6.25 ∗
10−3 TB; and ii) β = 2, xm = 1.23 TB and
γ = 6.25 ∗ 10−3 TB. In both cases, the average
file size is 2.475 TB.
2) Exponential:
F (x) = exp(−δx), where x ≥ 0.
In the simulations, 1/δ = 2.475 TB.
Source and Destination: for each request, the source and
destination are selected uniformly at random, except that
they must be different nodes.

Each simulation point represents an average taken over at least
106 measurements.
Performance Metrics. Our simulations report results for two
metrics related to the delay experienced by requests. The first
is the average delay. The second is the probability that the
delay of a request exceeds a certain threshold. We refer to
this metric as tail probability [35].
Note that the average delay is defined only if β > 2.
For the special case of a graph consisting of a single link,
the performance of BatchAll is identical to that of a gated
M/G/1 queue [36]. Denote by λ the mean arrival rate of
requests, by E[S] and E[S 2 ] the first and second moments of
the service time (the service time is the file size divided by the
link capacity), and by ρ = λE[S] the link utilization. Then,
the mean waiting time E[W ] of a job from the point that it
arrives till the start of its batch is [36, Eq. 16]:
E[W ] =

50
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150
request arrival rate (requests/hour)

)β

λE[S 2 ]
.
2(1 − ρ2 )

As in the standard M/G/1 queue, the mean waiting time
is bounded only if the second moment of the service time
distribution (or equivalently that of the file size distribution)
is finite. The same result holds also in general networks. Since
measurements [37–40] have shown that the distribution of the
size of Internet files has infinite variance, we also provide
simulation results for power-law parameter β = 2 using tail
probability as the performance metric.

200

Fig. 6. Average delay performance evaluation of algorithms BatchAll,
BatchLim and BatchAllDisp for the 8-node clique topology and exponentially distributed file size. Algorithm BatchAllDisp is plotted with path
dispersion bounds of 1, 3 and 5 paths per connection.
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BatchLim and BatchAllDisp for the 11-node topology and Pareto distributed file size with β = 2.5. Algorithm BatchAllDisp is plotted with
path dispersion bounds of 1, 2 and 3 paths per connection.

B. Average Delay Performance
In this section, we use average delay as the performance
metric. When considering the Pareto distribution, we assume
β = 2.5. We first compare the performance of BatchAll,
BatchAllDisp and BatchLim algorithms in Figures 6 and 7.
Both figures show BatchAllDisp with multiple bounds on
path dispersion. The capacity bounds are also depicted in
dashed lines as a performance benchmark for each scenario.
Figure 6 corresponds to the 8-node clique topology with
exponentially distributed file sizes and Figure 7 corresponds
to the 11-node topology of Figure 5(b) with Pareto distributed
file sizes.
According to Figure 6, BatchAll approaches the capacity
bound at a reasonably low average delay value. Interestingly, a
path dispersion of at most five per connection (corresponding
to α = 0.089) is sufficient for BatchAllDisp to closely
approximate BatchAll. It is worth mentioning that, in this
topology, there exist 1957 possible paths between any two
nodes. Thus, with five paths, BatchAllDisp uses only 0.25%
of the total paths possible. The figure also demonstrates the
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Fig. 8. Average delay performance comparison of algorithms BatchAll
and BatchAll+ for the 8-node clique and Pareto file size distribution with
β = 2.5.
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Tail probability performance of algorithms BatchAll and
BatchAllDisp for the 8-node topology, Pareto distributed file size with
β = 2, and delay threshold of 48 hours. Algorithm BatchAllDisp is plotted
with path dispersion bounds of 1, 3, and 5 paths per connection.
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importance of multi-path routing: the performance achieved
using a single path per connections is far worse. Figure 6
also shows that BatchLim is less efficient than BatchAll in
terms of average delay, especially at low load. This result is
somewhat expected given that BatchLim uses a less efficient
batching process and its delay ratio guarantee is looser.
Figure 7 depicts the performance of the various algorithms
and the capacity bound for the 11-node topology of Figure 5(b). In this case, we observe that BatchAllDisp with
as few as 3 paths per connection (or α = 0.107) approximates
BatchAll very closely. Since this network is sparser than the
previous one, it is reasonable to obtain good performance with
a smaller path dispersion. In this scenario with Pareto file
size distribution, BatchLim performs significantly worse than
BatchAll for the load range illustrated. We suspect that the
performance of BatchLim is more sensitive to the file size
distribution than BatchAll, because the batches formed by
BatchLim are limited in time duration compared to those of
BatchAll.
Figures 8 and 9 compare the performance of BatchAll
and BatchAll+ for the 8-node and 11-node topologies
BatchAll+, with Pareto file size distribution. The figures
show the superiority of BatchAll+ over BatchAll in both
cases, which is due to optimization in Step 4 of the algorithm.

Fig. 11.
Tail probability performance of algorithms BatchAll and
BatchAllDisp for the 11-node topology, Pareto distributed file size with
β = 2, and delay threshold of 24 hours. Algorithm BatchAllDisp is plotted
with path dispersion bounds of 1 and 3 paths per connection.

C. Tail Probability Performance
In this section, we use the tail probability of the delay as
the performance metric. All our simulations assume Pareto
distributed file sizes with β = 2. Due to the high variability
of the delay experienced by different requests, each simulation
point in the following graphs represents an average taken over
seven iterations, where each iteration is run for 4∗106 requests.
The graphs also plot 95% confidence intervals.
Figure 10 shows the probability that the delay of a request
exceeds 48 hours, in the 8-node topology, as a function of the
arrival rate of requests. We observe that the performance of
BatchAllDisp with 5 paths per connection is close to that
of BatchAll. Next, Figure 11 shows the probability that the
delay of a request exceeds 24 hours, in the 11-node topology,
as a function of the the arrival rate of requests. In that case the
performance of BatchAllDisp with 3 paths per connection is
virtually identical to that of BatchAll. Overall, the results are
qualitatively similar to those obtained in the previous section.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered the problem of devising
throughput-optimal and throughput-competitive algorithms for
networking architectures supporting advance reservation, a
problem of particular relevance to modern grid and cloud computing applications. After showing the limitations of greedy
approaches, we proposed two new on-line algorithms for
advance reservation, called BatchAll and BatchLim, that
are guaranteed to achieve optimal throughput performance.
Specifically, we proved that both algorithms bounds the ratio
of the maximum delay of any request in 1 + ε bandwidth
augmented networks to the maximum delay of any request
in the original network using the optimal off-line algorithm.
While BatchLim has a slightly looser delay ratio guarantee
than that of BatchAll (i.e., 4/ϵ instead of 2/ϵ) and, based
on our simulations, inferior average delay performance, it has
the distinct advantage of returning the completion time of a
connection immediately as a request is placed.
We observed that path dispersion is essential to achieve
full network utilization. However, splitting a transmission into
too many different paths may render a flow-based approach
inapplicable in many real-world environments. Thus, we presented a rigorous, theoretical approach to address the path
dispersion problem and presented a method for approximating
the maximum multicommodity flow using a limited number
of paths. Specifically, while the number of paths between two
nodes in a network scales exponentially with the number of
edges, we showed that throughput competitiveness up to any
desired ratio factor can be achieved with a number of paths
scaling linearly with the total number of edges. In practice,
our simulations indicate that three paths (in sparse graphs) to
five paths (in dense graphs) should be sufficient.
We also provided a simple and practical mechanism
for enhancing the delay performance of our main algorithm, BatchAll. Specifically, the enhanced version, called
BatchAll+, attempts at adding any arriving request to the
current batch of running requests pending that the completion
time of the batch remains unchanged. Such an improvement
can also be applied to the algorithm with bounded path
dispersion, BatchAllDisp.
The algorithms proposed in this paper can be either run in a
centralized fashion (a reasonable solution in small networks)
or using link-state routing and distributed signaling mechanism, such as enhanced versions of GMPLS [41]. Distributed
approximations of the multicommodity flow have also been
discussed in the literature [42]. An important research area
open for future work will be to carefully investigate these
implementation issues.
We conclude by noting that advance reservation architectures relying on flow (circuit) switching may provide an additional benefit by saving energy [43]. Indeed, flow switching
avoids the need of managing each packet individually [44].
Quantifying the potential energy gain of advance reservation
architectures represents an important topic for future research.
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